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Editorial
Spring is well and
truly on its way but
just as one crisis
abates
another
(possibly
even
scarier one?) rears
its ugly head. It
occurs to me that
my children will be
far more resilient than me given what they
have already experienced in term of world
events.
The DDLS annual quiz was really well
attended and won once again by the team
from Wykes O’Donnell Williams. Thank you
to everyone for coming along, to Rob at Derby
Rugby Club for the venue and fantastic food
and of course Sue Woodall and her team of
Steve and Maz who worked so hard on the
quiz itself.
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The Derby City Schools debate competition
has just started in person and heats are going
well. The final, to be judged by Head of Law
at Derby University Sue Jennings, this year’s
President Julie Skill and HHJ Shant will be
in the court room at the University of Derby
law school on Wednesday 4th May at 4pm.
Please come along if you can. The standard
of the debates is very high and the DDLS
AGM will start after the final has finished and
there will be a few refreshments laid on.
Plans for Julie’s dinner on 29th April at Pride
Park are about finalised and by the time you
read this you will have received your invite.
It promises to be another great evening with
an amusing speaker, band, charity raffle and
awards. The event will be sponsored by Bank
House Chambers in Sheffield and awards
sponsors are Search Acumen. Please e-mail
me to secure your places.
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Derby Junior Lawyers is being relaunched
with meetings and events being planned
so please spread the word to your younger
members of staff. Please contact Alex
Needham at Geldard’s to register interest
– alexander.needham@geldards.com.
Lastly thanks to those of you who
responded to the consultation on the
SRA/ SIF. The very thorough response
was submitted on behalf of DDLS. I would
take the opportunity of thanking our
friends at Nottinghamshire Law Society
and their working party for their hard
work.
Take care.
Julia Saunders
admin@derbylaw.net
01283 734989
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President’s Page
Well, we managed
to escape a New
Year Lockdown and
whilst Covid is not
going away, I hope
that it is not the
main topic of news
and conversation throughout 2022.
The year is already passing at a
considerable rate (a sign no doubt of
getting older!).
Spring will be here before we know it and
that will bring with it our next Annual
Dinner which is currently scheduled
for 29th April 2022. I know it is not long
since we had the much delayed previous
dinner but I hope that like me, you all
want to make up for lost time and would
ask that you “save the date”. I would
really hope that we can have a big, well
attended celebratory night and focus on
the positives ahead of us.
We are once again giving a number of
awards including a Lifetime Achievement

Award and an award for Junior Lawyer
of the Year so I would urge you all to put
pen to paper and find time to send in
your nominations by the deadline which
is 18th March 2022.
Since my last article, we have had
the Annual Quiz which was very well
supported and a good night was had by
all. The new venue of the Rugby Club
worked well and thank you again to
Sue Woodall and her team for all the
hard work they put into making it so
successful.

Macheva who is Head of Member
Engagement and Services at The Law
Society. The meeting was attended
by myself, Manesha Ruperal and Sue
Jennings and we were introduced to
Sabina Ampofe who is keen to work and
engage with us on a more local level and
is available and is our point of contact
if there are issues that members wish
to raise. This was a very helpful and
informative meeting and I think we need
to make the most of this opportunity to
voice issues of concern.

I am still hoping that our National Law
Society President, Stephanie Boyce,
will be available for a meeting on 21st
April 2022. I am hoping that as many
members as possible will have the
opportunity to meet and speak with
Stephanie. Confirmation of the time and
venue will follow but again please “save
the date”

I did mention in my last article that
the deadline for responding to the SRA
Consultation on SIF and the future of
post six year run off cover closed on
15th February 2022. I would like to say
thank you to our Administrator, Julia
Saunders, who prepared and submitted
a very thorough and comprehensive
response on behalf of the members of
DDLS.

I am pleased to confirm that we were
also invited to a meeting by Valeria

Julie Skill
President, 2021-22

Education
& Training
Sue Jennings,
& all Sub-Committee
Secretaries
Employment
and Business Law
Sue Jennings
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Fiona Apthorpe
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diana.copestake@freeths.co.uk
Fiona Apthorpe
Fiona.Apthorpe@geldards.com
Fiona Lazenby
fiona.lazenby@knightsplc.com
Julie Skill
Julie.Skill@elliotmather.co.uk
Kelly Mower
kellym@eglegal.co.uk  
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DDLS Annual Quiz - 27th January 2022

Well done to all those teams and firms that took part in the
annual (almost!) DDLS Quiz. The change of venue to Derby
Rugby Club seemed popular. Sue Woodall and her team of Steve
and Maz as quiz setters/ masters excelled themselves and
delivered a quiz that was challenging and interesting. All the
rounds had a wide spread of marks which must be the sign of
a good quiz with different teams doing well at different topics.
The night was won by WOW from Wykes O’Donnell Williams.
A team made up of Claire O’Donnell, David Williams, Brian
Woodall and Kevin O’Donnell. They retained the trophy which
they had won at the last quiz in January 2020. The bonus rounds

The Results

Law Society statement on Ukraine

were won by Sue Grey has all the Answers from Derby City
Council.
Thank you for supporting DDLS and the social events. I hope you all
had an entertaining evening.
The team sheet is below so you can see where your team/ firm
finished.
Thank you to the generous support of our sponsor for the night
Severn Trent Searches and to their team who took part and came a
close second.
Law Society of England and Wales president I. Stephanie Boyce said:

Sponsored by

“The Law Society stands in solidarity with the Ukrainian people, the
Ukrainian National Bar Association and the Ukrainian Bar Association.
We also stand with the Russian people who oppose their government’s
illegal invasion of Ukraine, and lawyers who are defending the rule of
law in the region.

Company

Team

Points

Position

Wykes O’Donnell

WOW

142

1

Severn Trent

Severn minus Three

135

2

Derby City Council

Sue Grey has all the answers

133

3

Alexander & Co

Development Team

128

4

Alexander & Co

Veterans Team

117

5

“We continue to support our members in the region at this difficult time.”

Peter Ball & Co

The Ex-Factor

113

6

Cartwright King

Cartwright King

108

7

Nelsons

Menace to Sobriety

108

7

Elliot Mather

The Reasonable Doubt

100

9

At risk for upholding the law: Day of the
Endangered Lawyer

Elliot Mather

Sister Sledge

97

10

Family Law Group

Still No Eye Dear

91

11

Family Law Group

No Eye Dear

84

12

Geldards

Beyond a Reasonable Stout

78

13

Geldards

One Eye Dear

77

14

Nelsons

The Full Nelson

76

15

Nelsons

Work from Homies

62

16

Alexander & Co

Remedial Team

57

17

Nelsons

The Reasonably Prudent People

N/A

-
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“We condemn the actions of the Russian Federation, which are in contravention of international law. There is no
doubt that these actions are a direct threat to the rule of law.

Lawyers are being arbitrarily arrested,
prosecuted and convicted, as well as
forcibly disappeared and even killed in
countries across the world because of
their work upholding the rule of law, the
Law Society of England and Wales said to
mark the day of the endangered lawyer
on 24 January.
Law Society president I. Stephanie
Boyce said: “We honour the courage and

commitment of lawyers around the world
who put their lives at risk so that people’s
rights are protected and those who violate
them are held accountable.
“Today we think particularly of our
colleagues in Afghanistan who helped build
the justice system and bring stability to
the country under the former government.
Since the Taliban took power some have
tragically been killed because of the work

they did, a few managed to escape, but far
too many are in hiding, at risk from not only
the Taliban but also from terrorists and
criminals they convicted since released
from prison.
“The Law Society stands in solidarity with
legal professionals around the world. We
will continue to work to support them and
to contribute to building strong, fair justice
systems everywhere.”

www.derbylaw.net
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Interview: Sharma Gupta

Obituaries
I feel forming a network or group within
firms to promote D&I is the first step; this
engages individuals to run with initiatives
they are passionate about or have lived
experience of, or to assist others with their
initiatives.

something to be desired though he always
knew where things were even if nobody else
did. As an Articled Clerk I was tasked by our
then Senior Partner,John Holmes with getting
his office in order whilst Lewis was on holiday
. John was impressed with my efforts Lewis
on the other hand moaned for weeks that he
couldn’t find anything and only stopped when
the office was back to how it was before he
went away .

If this is not feasible, joining an external
network such as the Nottinghamshire Law
Society’s Equality and Diversity Committee
or The Law Society’s large selection of
committees (I am a member of its Lawyers
with Disabilities Division:

How did you feel winning the President’s
Award in 2021?
• Pleasantly surprised, as what I have been
doing is something I am passionate about
and enjoy and feel it is natural and personally
rewarding to give back in whatever way I can
in a world where a small of act of kindness
can help someone’s legal career journey,
as mine was when others helped me on my
journey.
You represent Nottinghamshire, East
Staffordshire & Derbyshire on The Law
Society Council, what does this involve and
how does it benefit the members of local
law societies?
The Law Society’s strength is its
representative function to support aspiring
and practicing solicitors.
To name some activities:
• Practical guidance & training
• Lobbying for changes in the law
• Advising the government on maintaining
the rule of law & access to justice
• Promoting a diverse and inclusive
profession
• Wellbeing of its members.
• Understanding issues affecting members is
key to its functions and my role as Council
Member is to ensure that my constituency
members can have the opportunity to
engage effectively with the Law Society and
vice versa, on key issues which impact on
member’s business, such as Covid and SIF.
What made you decide to follow a career
in law?
I have always loved reading and analysing
issues to find solutions; I wasn’t sure what
career to follow until my father suggested

8
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law as it was perceived to be a prestigious
and valuable degree/qualification.
I have never looked back as it has opened
doors to a varied career portfolio and the
opportunity to follow my passion to help
others.
What do you think of social mobility in the
legal sector?
Traditionally there were challenges for many
form a lower socio- economic background
to access or progress in a legal career, due
to the cost of education, lack of role models,
connections and adequate career guidance,
amongst other factors.

https://www.lawsociety.org.uk/en/topics/
lawyers-with-disabilities/lawyers-withdisabilities-division-committee-members
This is an effective way to support promotion
of all under- represented groups.
If you could give some useful tips to
aspiring female lawyers, what would
they be?
Anything is possible if you want it badly,
but it may require some creative thinking
(in my case I decided to work part-time).
Don’t forget work-life balance, it makes
everything more rewarding!
What is the funniest thing you have seen
working in law?

Fortunately, since my days, there are
initiatives which have gone some way to
addressing these, such as The Law Society’s
Social Mobility Ambassador Scheme (I have
been an Ambassador since 2016:

This wouldn’t be funny now, but I knew
no better in the 80’s as an articled clerk
(now called a trainee contract), when my
supervisor joked, pointing to me, “that
article is my clerk”!

h t t p s : / / w w w. l a w s o c i e t y. o r g . u k / e n /
campaigns/social-mobility-ambassadors/
ambassadors-2016/shama-gupta

What else do you enjoy outside of the law
& how do you achieve a work/life balance?

The Pathways to Law programme and
contextualised recruitment by some law
firms, to name a few.
There are still challenges of course, such
as competition for training contracts, but if
those involved in recruitment and promotion
adopt policies which try to create an even
playing field for all candidates, that will go
some way to reducing equality.
Diversity & Inclusion are increasingly
important in the legal profession &
elsewhere, what do you think we can do in
Nottinghamshire to improve on these areas?

Music, dancing, walking, sun, sand, sea,
sangria and sleep – the list is endless!
I achieve a work life balance by working part
time since my second child was born, so
that I have time to follow my passions.

Lewis Michael Rose OBE
Born 1947, died 2022.
Lewis was a Solicitor and local politician
with a great sense of public service. He, his
father and grandfathers’ combined service
to local government was in excess of 100
years. He gave his time freely to many
charitable and voluntary organisations and
of course he was a past President of the
Derby and District Law Society.
Whilst he was a successful politician, having
been deputy leader and leader of Derbyshire
Dales District Council almost from its inception
in 1974 was first and foremost a Solicitor.
Having trained at Flint Bishop and Barnett
during the 1960’s upon qualification he went to
Taylor, Simpson and Mosely for a while before
re-joining Flints and soon becoming a Partner.
In the 1980’s Flint Bishop and Barnett actually
acquired his father’s old practice of Holland,
Rigby and Willams in Ashbourne.
It was not until the summer of 2019 that Lewis
finally fully retired.
He was one of those lawyers who could
“turn his hand”, he was a hugely respected
corporate lawyer, insolvency lawyer and
trust lawyer before eventually specialising
in commercial property. As a commercial
property lawyer he was involved in many of
the housing developments in the south of the
city and many of the regeneration projects on
former industrial sites closer to the city centre.
His clients loved him. He had an excellent
understanding of what was meant by client
care. Lewis’ working hours were prodigious it
would not be uncommon for him to see clients
in the office at 06.30 or 07.00 in the morning.
His handwriting and office tidiness left

Colleagues at Flints recall him with huge
affection. Many will have spent time with
him as his “articled shark” (as he called us)
providing huge support and mentoring during
the formative years of our careers. He was
a fantastic lawyer (winner of the Fredrick
Drinkwater prize for conveyancing at law
school) but also quite relaxing to work with ,
finding time to see the humorous side in so
many things and enjoying enjoy office banter
and the endless sparring with his long time
PA Sharon Smith. Former senior partner
Ian Beardmore when paying tribute to him
described him as a fantastic partner, work
colleague and friend. There are many of his
colleagues who will wholeheartedly endorse
those sentiments.
The respect and affection with which he was
held could no better be exemplified by the
huge attendance at his spectacularly well
organised memorial service in Ashbourne on
the 27 January. For me personally there are
very few people who make such a profound
impact on your life, he was one of them.
He will be greatly missed.
Andrew Cochrane
Senior Partner, Flint Bishop.

was like. She did so in the early 1980s and
quickly took to it.
Thereafter she took especial interest in the
problems which arose on a separation of
partners, especially as to housing, finance and
the welfare of children. She quickly acquired
clients of her own as the years went by and
built up her knowledge of matrimonial law and
procedures. She was helped by myself and
another person in the practice who specialised
in this area.
What soon became apparent was her
kindness, firmness and ability to find reasoned
solutions. She also made a number of friends
in the practice one of whom moved to another
area of England but remained a firm friend
for many years. Her work expanded in this
area and she attended courses and became
known for her sensible and kindly approaches
and advice. She has spent time helping with
rehousing families through the Walbrook
Housing Association.
My work in Family Law became less after I was
appointed H M Coroner for Derbyshire and it
was agreed that our Family Law department
would be transferred to Flint and co (Derby)
in about 20002 Marie Christine was very
experienced in this work and was highly
thought of in Derby, She remained with Flints
in derby until she retired at the age of 70.
Marie- Christine was a special person to many
people with her kindness, intelligence and
friendly Nature.. The extent of all this was
apparent from her funeral at Sutton on the Hill
Church at which at least 100 people attended..
Peter Ashworth

Marie-Christine Applebee
It was sad to hear of the death of MarieChristine in 2021. She was of Swiss descent
and died at the age of 80.She became known
to me when she became an adviser at Relate
(formerly the Derby Marriage Guidance
Council). She was a very intelligent person
and very pleasant to talk to as she was so
interested in very many things and people and
in particular became interested in the legal
side of marriage breakdown.
She became interested in my work as a
solicitor dealing with family law. I suggested
that she visit my office to see what this work

www.derbylaw.net
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Situations Vacant

Charles Newton & Co Solicitors are a well established and respected family run practice near
Nottingham with Conveyancing Quality Status and are looking to recruit a Conveyancing Solicitor (or
Legal Executive or Conveyancer) for our busy residential conveyancing department.
The caseload will involve: freehold and leasehold conveyancing, sales, purchases, remortgages, transfers of equity, Right to
Buy, Shared Ownership Schemes and lease extensions. Although this is residential property post, any exposure to commercial
property would be an advantage.

Skills and Responsibilities;
- At least 3 years PQE Residential Conveyancing Solicitor or Licensed Conveyancer or Legal Executive
- Be able to handle a caseload of Residential Conveyancing files from inception through to completion
- Have excellent client care and interpersonal skills
- Have excellent communication, organisational and IT skills
This is an outstanding opportunity for a dedicated Residential Conveyancing Solicitor to join a firm that will offer real career
progression, a friendly and focussed working environment and an excellent remuneration package. Partnership prospects for
the right candidate.
Please submit full CV with covering letter to Charles Newton 5 Alexandra Street Eastwood Nottingham NG16 3BD
or email: info@charlesnewton.co.uk

There will be every opportunity for the candidate to grow and
develop their own skills and progress their career within a friendly
yet well regarded law firm, and will be supported by senior
solicitors.
Commercial Solicitor
Mitchell Wilde LLP is a specialist business law firm, providing
bespoke advice to businesses across a range of different sectors.
Job description
Mitchell Wilde is offering a brilliant opportunity for an ambitious
commercial solicitor (with at least 2 years PQE) to join an
experienced and close-knit team dealing with a wide range of
complex commercial transactions across different sectors. The
start date for employment is negotiable.
Most of our work is in the East Midlands with some clients
further afield, including a growing number in London. Our clients
are predominantly owner-managed businesses, and our work
is in dispute resolution/litigation, corporate/commercial law,
commercial property and some employment law.

The candidate is expected to have 2+ years’ experience in a range
of corporate/commercial law matters including drafting and
advising on:
• Terms and conditions
• Contracts
• Shareholder agreements
• Business sales and purchases
• Corporate restructuring
• Business exit planning
Experience in management and business outside the legal
profession may be an advantage and well as experience advising
on commercial property transactions.
Working hours can be flexible to suit, the position can be full
or part time, and the salary is negotiable and dependent on
experience.

The candidate will be working in a fast-paced yet rewarding
environment, dealing with high quality work, with their own
caseload of clients/transactions.

Application Deadline: 02/03/2022

The candidate should be hard working, a quick learner with the
ability to demonstrate a high level of initiative as well as working
effectively as part of a team. The candidate should have a positive
approach towards client care and be personable, professional and
have excellent legal knowledge.

Salary: £33,000.00-£43,000.00 per year

Job Types: Full-time, Part-time

Contact Paul Mitchell via email: pm@mitchellwilde.com
or telephone 0115 8371 430 for more information.

www.derbylaw.net
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‘Articles’
It was one of those firms located in what was then the “Legal
Quarter” of Derby which, in the 50+ years since my interview, have
been consumed by a larger, more thrusting entity. The notepaper,
which was dated even then, was proudly headed “Founded 175*”
On arriving for interview, an ancient retainer showed me into the
waiting room. It may have been equipped by a fashionable interior
decorator to give the impression of established respectability,
though I doubt it. To me it looked as if it had been laid out by a
set designer to replicate Mr Tulkinghorn’s antechamber in a
forthcoming BBC adaptation of “Bleak House”. Around the walls
were sepia portraits of long dead bishops and archdeacons,
shooting parties of the great and good of the County and pictures
of rambling “statelies” which might have been taken from a
National Trust brochure of the 1920’s. Around the floor were those
tin boxes bearing the imposing Titles of Sir……’s Estate”, or the
“Will Trusts of Lord …”. I would not have been surprised to see one
marked “Private Papers of Jedediah Strutt Esq”.
After an unneccesary wait I was show in to meet the Senior
Partner for my “interview”. He, behind an imposing desk, me, on
a low and uncomfortable chair. It was not so much an interview
as a PR pitch for the firm. I was told about how the firm acted
for this diocese and that, this archdeacon and that bishop, for a
prominent local “excellent” County Family and then other very
respectable members of “the County gentry” (client confidentiality
– what confidentiality?). They were at this moment winding up
The Duke “A”s Estate, and had a forthcoming hearing in Chancery
to vary Sir “Z”s Will trusts (the Will having been made by a very
inexperienced Staffordshire firm). They never seemed to be out of
the Ecclesiastical Court and there was not a sale of a Rectory or
Vicarage in the County in which they were not involved.

A little time ago I wrote about the stresses of successfully
completing Solicitors Finals at the end of the 1960’s. However,
as all readers will know, that is but one fence on the challenging
Grand National course which ends with qualification as Solicitor of
the Supreme Court. Solicitor’s Finals is followed by the Becher’s
Brook of the course, namely obtaining Articles of Clerkship (as
they were then called). In those days although there were fewer
applicants for Articles, there were also fewer Clerkships on
offer. And I began my search with the distinct disadvantage, as
it turned out, that none of my relations were in, or connected
to, the profession, nor were they “esteemed clients” of any firm.
At that time, having the arrogance of youth and buoyed up by a Law
degree above a “Pass”, from a “good” redbrick university, I began
my search for Articles in the “window of opportunity” between
graduation and the beginning of a Finals Course a Guildford.
Unsuspecting the rigours of the Finals Course I naively thought
that my “Hons” degree would be an immediate passport to Articles
and “fame and fortune” (well, £25 per week). After several weeks
of “Rejection Slips” I had sympathy for budding authors, until
finally I got a reply which began “We ask you to attend for interview
at our offices on … at 11.00 etc”. It turned out that if the writer
had added the words “in the forenoon” it would have been better
representative of the age and ethos of the practice!
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I never got a word in until, finally, I was asked if I had any questions.
This is where it all unravelled. If I had kept my mouth shut I would
have had a glowing and respectable career representing this bishop
and that “noble Lord” and would have been the talk of County
dinner tables as a “sound Legal Man”. But the mouth opened and
I asked how much the firm would pay an Articled Clerk. “£5.00
per week, young man” came the reply with the hint of a rebuke
that I had lowered the tone of the occasion by such a mercenary
enquiry. But it was my next question which sank my ship of hope
with all hands (particularly me) “I understand that the firm does
much work in the area of Trusts, Wills, Probate and Conveyancing,
but do you do any Accident claims, Contract disputes, Divorce
or Criminal work”? There was
an awful silence, then came the
reply “Young man, we do not have
that sort of person in the Waiting
Room”.
The only consolation was that
the “Letter of Rejection” when
it ultimately came did not cause
the bitterness of the others. And
I never did become known as “A
Sound Legal Man”
John Calladine

Changes in divorce
and civil partnership legislation
Present Terminology
a. Decree of Divorce/
Dissolution
b. Divorce petition
c. Decree nisi
d. Decree absolute
e. Defended divorce/
dissolution
f. Statement of
reconciliation

Terminology with effect
from 6 April 2022
Divorce/Dissolution Order
Application
Conditional order
Final order
Disputed divorce/
dissolution
No change, but surprisingly,
still required if applicant is
legally represented Rule 7.3

• Costs: as fault has been removed, costs applications are likely
to be rare, but they are still possible.
Process - summary
Detail is still awaited, as is the publication of the new court
forms. However, the process is understood to be as follows:

The Divorce Dissolution and
Separation Act 2020 introduces
no fault divorce with effect from 6
April 2022 and the detailed rules
governing the changes have now
been published – Family Procedure
(Amendment) Rules 2022.
The new law applies to marriage, civil partnership and nullity
but this article concentrates primarily on dissolution of marriage
and civil partnerships.
Key dates to note:
There will be a period of time allowing for HMCTS to make the
relevant changes to take into account the updated legislation
between 31 March 2022 and 6 April 2022.
If a divorce petition has been started, it will need to be submitted
on the online portal, or the paper petition will need to be
received by the court, no later than 4pm on 31 March 2022 or
it will not be processed. An application under the new law will
then need to be filed after 6 April 2022.
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Urgent applications that need to be considered after the
deadline of 4pm on 31 March 2022 and before 6 April 2022 will
be accepted and issued where possible if received by post or
sent to onlineDFRjurisdiction@justice.gov.uk (the inbox will not be
monitored after 3pm on 5 April 2022.
Headline changes are as follows:
• Grounds – the only ground is irretrievable breakdown of the
relationship supported by a statement but no allegations of
fault or further evidence are required.
• Application – the procedure and all relevant procedural
steps ( i.e. applying for the conditional or final order) can be
commenced by either one of the parties to the relationship or
by both. A court fee is payable to issue the application.
• Timescales – the Act introduces a minimum 20-week
timeframe between lodging of the application and applying for
the conditional order. The six week and one day delay between
the conditional order and final order remains. This increases
the absolute minimum timescale to 26 weeks and one day.
• Service provisions – service by first class post and personal
service are still permitted but court service by email is now the
default position. Where service is effected by email by the party
commencing the process (rather than the court) that party
must also send to the respondent’s postal address a notice
confirming service of the application by email.
• Change in terminology – much of the archaic language has
been replaced as follows:

Application issued by one or
both parties
Application is served by
the court, or by the parties,
within 28 days
Once served, the respondent has 14 days to file an acknowledgement of service

Apply for an extension of
time to serve if there is failure to serve within 28 days
If they intend to dispute
the proceedings, they have
a further 21 days to file an
answer

Assuming that the proceedings are undisputed:
One or both parties can
make an application for the
conditional order provided
there is a minimum of 20
weeks since issue, and provided service has been successful and the timescale
for filing the acknowledgement of service has expired
One or both parties can
apply for the final order
provided that a minimum of
six weeks and one day has
elapsed from the date of
the conditional order
Potential problem, Joint applications
Solicitors will need to consider carefully whether to accept a
request by two parties to a marriage wishing to lodge a joint
application and wanting one solicitor to act for both of them.
This could cause issues with potential conflicts of interest if
difficulties arise later with regard to financial arrangements

or the arrangements for children. Further guidance to
solicitors is anticipated.
What are the implications if service does not
take place within 28 days?
If the applicant does not serve within 28 days then provision
is made for the applicant to apply for an extension of time
to serve. When considering that application the court must
consider all the circumstances including whether the
court failed to serve the application, whether the applicant
has taken reasonable steps to comply with the rules and
whether the applicant has acted promptly.
There is a concern that if the court felt that the applicant had
deliberately delayed in serving the paperwork, the court is
restricted in what it can do. It is feared that the legislation is
drafted such that even in those circumstances, the court has
no power to extend the minimum 20week period to conditional
order, provided that service takes place at least 14 days before,
and no notice to dispute the proceedings has been given. Will
there be no consequences for the less scrupulous applicant
who deliberately delays service of the application which means
that a respondent could potentially have as little notice time as
eight weeks before the final order is made?
Timing of applying for the final order and possible
impact on finances
The new rules also suggest that in certain circumstances
the respondent can apply for the conditional order. We
are waiting for clarification, but if correct, this may have
significant financial ramifications for the applicant if the
divorce/dissolution is then finalised by the final order prior
to a financial order being made by the court, especially if
there are issues regarding the occupation of the family home,
pensions/insurance policies in play. Legal advice should be
sought at the outset of the proceedings, ideally prior to the
proceedings being issued to avoid adverse consequences
such as loss of rights of occupation of the family home,
spousal benefits in pension provision or insurance provision.
Disputed cases
As fault has been removed from the process, the only basis
for disputing cases will be on the grounds of an issue as to
jurisdiction of the court or the status of the relationship.
Judicial separation and nullity
The new process includes revision of the process for judicial
separation and nullity claims too, but that is beyond the
scope of this article.
Summary
Further guidance, including publication of the new court forms,
together with clarification of the online process, is still awaited.
Family law professionals are busy watching this space, and
more information will be shared as soon as it is available.
Evie Niblock. Solicitor, Weightmans LLP
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Charitable Wills on the Rise

Rob Cope, Director of Remember A Charity

Growth in the number of people choosing to benefit good causes from their Will
Public appetite for legacy giving has hit a
new height with almost one in five UK charity
donors choosing to leave a gift in their Will
(19%), up from 14% in 2013. A further 10%
intend to make a gift from their Will or are
preparing to do so.

planning and the legal sector has been a major
driver of this change. The more solicitors that
make clients aware of the option of giving in
this way and can talk through the practicalities
of doing so, the closer we get to a world where
legacy giving becomes the norm.”

It also highlights how often people change
or update their Will, with just over half of
respondents with a Will saying they have
already updated it at least once and almost 6
in 10 indicating they are likely to change it in
future.

Legal advisers are seen to play a critical role in
making clients aware of the option of including
a gift in their Will, with six in ten of the giving
public saying they have used or would use a
solicitor or Will-writer to set out their final
wishes.

IMPACT OF GIFTS IN WILLS
Legacy giving is the largest source of
voluntary income to UK charities, raising £3.4
billion annually.1 That income has sustained
charitable services throughout the pandemic;
from hospices to shelters for those suffering
from domestic abuse, mental health helplines
to rescue services.

BARRIERS TO LEGACY GIVING
The concept of legacy giving appeals to the UK
public, who are inspired by the message that
even a small gift could make a big difference
and that this income is vital to charities’ work.
But the study also identified barriers. People
naturally want to look after their family and
friends first and foremost, some think they
don’t have enough assets to leave a gift, while
others say they simply didn’t think of it at the
time.

These are the key findings from Remember
A Charity’s consumer benchmarking study– a
survey of over 2,000 charity donors aged 40+,
tracking legacy giving attitudes and behaviour
over the past eight years.
Three in ten donors with a Will have included
a charity. That proportion rises significantly
among the affluent, those who are aware of the
tax incentives and those who seek professional
advice, as well as those who identify as gay,
lesbian or bisexual. While legacy giving is
becoming increasingly popular among the
giving public, just 9% reject the concept of
leaving a gift in their Will.
Rob Cope, director of Remember A Charity
– a consortium of 200 UK charities, adds:
“Leaving a gift in your Will is such a positive and
empowering decision to make during end-of-life
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“This growth in appetite for legacy giving will
be vital for the future of good causes across the
nation,” 1 says Cope.
“When you consider that, not so long ago, legacy
giving was really only seen as something for the
wealthy, it’s wonderful to see so many people
now understanding that their gift, no matter
what size, really can make a difference.”
PREVALENCE OF WILLS
The study, carried out by the independent
research firm OKO, reports that 62% of
donors have already prepared a Will, with the
likelihood of doing so logically increasing with
age. 82% of those aged over 70 have written a
Will, compared with just 46% of those in their
early 40s.

Remember A Charity runs a free Campaign
Supporter scheme for solicitors and Willwriters, providing promotional resources and
useful guidance for referencing legacy giving
with clients.
Find out more at www.rememberacharity.org.uk/
solicitor
1

Smee & Ford, 2021

M

Home Care in the UK

As
There wi

Angela Gifford

Home Care in the UK – will talk of a
career path encourage more people to
work in the Care Sector? A point of view
from a Home Care Provider since 1980
One definition of a career path is: a
sequence or series of job positions
which lead on to short term or long-term
professional goals.
Career path sounds attractive, but in
the home care sector, the vast number
of people working in this area of care
support are care workers who daily turn
up at an individual’s front door to provide
care support from a 15-minute visit to
covering 24/7. The real engine of any care
system.
There is little scope for a career path in
the care sector. There are approx. 950,000
care workers in England so very few
are going to make senior professional
positions. Some may go onto other related
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professions such as nursing, but they are
a tiny minority.
It is my view therefore that trying to
encourage people into this sector can
only come from one direction and that is
having levels of care that have related,
skill set, renumeration.
1 There should be domestic task care
workers, offering support that enables
people to stay in their own home such
as shopping, cleaning, making meals,
laundry, being outside the door when
someone has a shower, etc.

Few would recognise this as a career
path, but such a system would enable a
care worker to choose to remain at the
support level they feel happier with or
to progress to the next stages knowing
the difference in skills needed would be
compensated with a higher wage.
Daily the number of care workers is
reducing. The sector needs a major
shakeup and now is the time to do it.
Angela Gifford
Owner of Able Community Care Ltd.
www.ablecommunitycare.com

2 A second level would provide assistance
with personal care, helping to shower
a person, supporting continence
needs, mobility support, medication
assistance, helping to feed a person,
etc.
3 The third level is for more complex care, the
level before the support needs to become a
nursing or mental health nursing need.
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Our responsive charity helps solicitors and their
dependents return to being self-sustaining
For instance, we partner with LawCare,
the mental wellbeing charity for the legal
community. LawCare offers solicitors
a free, confidential support service. We
can put you directly in touch with them to
access their helpline and emails and web
chat support, all provided in confidence
by trained staff who have first-hand
experience of working in the law.
The need for the right partnerships
became even more evident during the
2020 pandemic. The Solicitors’ Charity
experienced a 203 per cent increase in new
solicitors it supported that year alone. We
set up a personal hardship fund at the start
of the coronavirus outbreak and disbursed
a total of £1,109,507 in support of 399
people during the year.
By listening to solicitors and learning more
about their struggles and concerns through
research during the pandemic, the charity
gained a clearer insight into what is required
to maximise its effectiveness in the future.

It’s good to talk, to get things off our chest.
We feel better after sharing a problem. So,
whether it’s a professional or a personal
concern, it helps to have somebody there
who will listen.
Listening to (and talking with) solicitors
about their personal struggles is what we
do best at The Solicitors’ Charity. We’re
on a mission to keep supporting solicitors
across England and Wales during times
of need and crisis – it’s something we’ve
been doing well since 1858.
Obviously, times and circumstances
have changed over the decades with new
challenges now impacting solicitors’ lives
– and that’s where the Solicitors’ Charity
specialist caseworkers and our partners
can give their up-to-date expertise and
advice to those facing practical, emotional
or financial difficulties.
I’d like to focus on what The Solicitors’
Charity is doing to make a real positive
difference to legal professionals during
tough times – and extend our invitation to
anybody who is struggling to get in touch.
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By talking to us, you can get your life back
on track.
We can help ease worries brought about
by job loss, debt, bereavement, emotional
and physical health issues, relationship
breakdowns, illness, injuries and much
more.
Our team of expert caseworkers give
confidential and non-judgmental support.
They can arrange help for you including
advice and one-off financial awards to
assist with your journey back to becoming
self-sustaining or, where it’s the best
approach, through regular awards to help
with day-to-day living costs.
Our charity can provide ‘back to work’
awards to help with things like the cost
of
practising
certificates,
essential
clothing and equipment, or interview
travel expenses – and we support career
transition coaching.
As you’ll realise, it’s not just direct support
that we offer. We work with partners to
provide the right support at the right time.

Many solicitors told us they felt overworked
and furlough brought extra stress. They
suffered social isolation due to home
working and lockdown, the worry of
uncertain finances, home-schooling and
extra pressures on relationships.
We continue to deepen our understanding
of the profession’s needs, whether through
supporting research projects, such as
LawCare’s recent Life in the Law report,
or through conversations with our own
reference panel of solicitors from around
the country.
In response to what we are learning, we
have begun a process of widening the kind
of support we offer, to increase the number
of partners we work with and bring new
benefits to those in need.
Those we help welcome the mental health
support, money management, debt or
employment advice, personalised career
coaching, retraining funds, peer support
and help with day-to-day living costs that
they can access through the charity.
www.thesolicitorscharity.org

What is meant by a Single Source of Truth and
why is it fundamental to the success of your
law firm?
“All truths are easy to
understand once they are
discovered; the point is to
discover them.”
- Galileo Galilei
Many law firms continue to struggle
with multiple sources of information,
disconnected databases and inaccurate
records, this has an extremely detrimental
effect on profits and negatively impacts
the service levels they can offer clients.
Conversely, by organising their data into
a single database held in the cloud law
firms give themselves a platform for
productivity that cannot be achieved in
any other way.
According to John Espley, CEO of LEAP
UK, this single source of truth (SSOT) is
important, as it means your data and
information sources are always up to
date, relevant to business decisions and
eliminates duplication of work and any
version control issues.
With all staff working from one system,
data quality improves organically through
daily working. It updates automatically
without the need for manual verification,
which is ideal for firms with remote or
hybrid workforces, and with the physical
office no longer needing to be the hub of
a legal practice, such solutions achieve
the best results and make a law firm
bankable.
With the latest key information always to
hand, decision-making can be carried out
at an optimum pace and the progress of
keeping clients up to date regarding their
matters made so much easier.
The advantage of data being held centrally
in the cloud is extensive. Valuable
information is continually backed up and
secured in case of the worst possible
scenarios, such as power issues, device
theft, floods or fire. When a law firm is
impacted in such a way they can quickly
retrieve missing information and reinstate
systems and ensure business continuity.
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Whatever device you use, be it laptop,
tablet, or smartphone, you can access
data when away from the office as though
you were there. Therefore, the traditional
office building has become less crucial
as it has no bearing on your data and how
it’s stored and accessed. Ask yourself
this, how do you currently access
information when out of the office, is it
up to date? Do you waste valuable time
re-inputting collated information further
down the line? This whole process can
be eliminated as you bring the office into
the palm of your hand, able to locate and
access files easily from wherever you are.
You don’t need top of the range technology
either, most connected devices will have
the capability to access your virtual law
firm as the device acts merely a portal to
your information and systems the cloud
with everything you require safely and
securely stored and protected.
Generally, firms with a server who
choose not to use the cloud, will need
to purchase remote access software
to enable hybrid working. Not only can
this be significantly than working from a
true cloud solution but less efficient and
add unnecessary complexity in terms of
meeting your IT requirements. The reality
is the world is more fluid than ever and
maintaining a SSOT is no longer as much
of a choice as a necessity for a practice
to survive and subsequently thrive. The
pandemic has accelerated a move to this
remote way of working and has forged it
into an expected discipline.
It’s a bit like having a pocket law firm
that you never leave home without. You
remove the danger of being caught out
without having the right information to
hand. Adopting a single source of the
truth eliminates problems and replaces
them with the most reliable, accurate and
productive way of working. It gives law
firms the opportunity to become more
streamlined, more cost-efficient and, when
the time is right, scale-up with minimum of
fuss and disruption to the business.
More than ever clients need assurance,
especially since the beginning of the

pandemic, the traditional days and hours
that firms operate are changing and
clients now look to contact their lawyers
at any time on any day of the week. The
traditional 9-5 working day has gone as
the lines of working hours blur. Technology
now permits, almost encourages, a more
fluid approach to working with improved
response rates and accuracy of service as
imperative to the client as ever.
Technology has imparted this expectation
upon
legal
professionals
through
their clients. Those who are unable
to immediately draw on their client
information when required now risk
their reputation, missing out to their
competition. A SSOT makes it easier to
instantly share updates with your clients on
their case at any point that collaboration or
sharing is required. All parties can safely
and securely access the same single set of
data so that consistency and compliance
across your law firm is always maintained.
Long gone are the days of bulging paper
files. The highest-achieving law firms
understand that robust relationships
with clients come because of first-class
communications, and it is these firms
that leverage a SSOT to master their
correspondence with clients and offer a
market-leading service.
Fully enabling law firms to achieve a single
source of truth, LEAP, the legal practice
productivity solution, occupies a unique
position in the legal software market as it
centralises a firm’s practice management
and legal accounting systems, document
assembly and management as well as many
legal publishing assets all in one cloud
solution and by bring a law firms client and
matter information into one location – a
Single Source of Truth – and by leveraging
this truth, you provide your firm and clients
the absolute trust and outstanding level of
service that they deserve.

Book Reviews
By Elizabeth Robson Taylor MA of Richmond Green Chambers and Phillip Taylor MBE, Head of Chambers, Reviews Editor, “The Barrister”,
and Mediator
THE MEDIATOR’S TALE
The CEDR Story of Better Conflicts
By Eileen Carroll QC (Hon) and Dr Karl
Mackie CBE
ISBN 978 1 52651 583 4
BLOOMSBURY PROFESSIONAL LAW
www.bloomsburyprofessionallaw.com/online
BRILLIANT PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL
INSIGHTS INTO MODERN MEDIATION
“The Mediator’s Tale”
has been published
by
Bloomsbury
Professional
“to
celebrate the 30th
anniversary
of
CEDR’s emergence
as the world’s leading
independent disputes
consultancy”.
The
book arrives at a
particularly pivotal moment for the future
of mediation as an alternative dispute
resolution option in view of the massive
build-up of unheard cases in the courts. But
mediation is not to the taste of all litigants,
or “participants” as we call them! However,
you may change your mind when you read
this tale.
The authors, Eileen Carroll QC and Dr Karl
Mackie give us a fresh light on the personal
motivations and strategy behind what they
describe as “a unique example of disruptive
innovation in the legal system, while sharing
their professional insight into how we can
achieve better conflict management in our
personal and professional lives”.
In their own words, Carroll and Mackie begin
their tale by charting “the personal and
organisational drivers behind the success of
CEDR in the UK and internationally, drawing
out important insights for other innovators
and campaigners for change to a traditional
system”. Don’t you just love the description
of how they describe their task- “very
mediation”, but don’t be put off!
The main part of the book then draws on
experience spanning thirty years to illustrate
key insights in “a matter of fact” way as
to how the mediation process, and other
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independent conflict intervention techniques
which deliver results. The book explains how
such techniques can be made to work “most
effectively”; and how one can adapt these
skills and systems for old and new dispute
contexts, with the “challenges for the future
of better conflict management” (as they put
it).
This splendid work also offers tips to assist
the reader analyse their own personal
experiences in conflict and dispute resolution.
The purpose is to offer suggestions on what
they can learn from “the insights of leading
practitioners, while becoming familiar with a
fascinating and unique lifetime’s professional
practice, and the diverse experiences of a
leading independent institution in the field”.
Without doubt, this important and readable
book is one which any mediator or potential
mediator should include in his or her library
as ADR continues its upward journey as a
realistic way of resolving disagreements
without recourse to the courts.
The date of publication of this new paperback
edition is cited as 7th December 2021.

McPHERSON & KEAY
THE LAW OF COMPANY LIQUIDATION
Fifth edition

publishers Sweet & Maxwell.
Company liquidation is referred to in the
Foreword written by the Chief Insolvency
and Companies Court Judge Briggs as ‘an
important part of the insolvency landscape.’
‘It is axiomatic,’ he adds, ‘that the law of
insolvency continues to evolve and world events
such as the UK leaving the European Union and
the pandemic have contributed to or hastened
legislative change that requires the practitioner
to understand new practices and procedures in
what looks like a new world.’
While looking very much to the future, the
book does illuminate, with admirable clarity
and thoroughness, all aspects of company
liquidation, including the “winding up” of
solvent, as well as insolvent companies. (Note
here that editor Andrew Keay points out that
the terms ‘liquidation’ and ‘winding up’ are
used interchangeably throughout the text.)
‘A purpose of the winding up of both solvent
and insolvent companies,’ he states, ‘is
to prepare companies for the end of their
existence by eventual dissolution” -- and to do
so fairly and equitably, particularly in cases in
which there is a public interest factor.
In the words of Judge Briggs, this specialist
text ‘explains the nature of winding up in all
its forms and takes the reader on a journey
through the intricacies (and there are many)
of its processes.’

By Andrew R Keay
ISBN 978 0 41408 920 4
Sweet & Maxwell/Thomson Reuters
sweetandmaxwell.co.uk
MUCH NEEDED IN ‘A NEW WORLD’ -- THE
LATEST EDITION OF ‘THE LAW OF COMPANY
LIQUIDATION’
Be you lawyer or
accountant
-if
you are in any
way
involved
in
matters relating to
insolvency, you need
this long-established
and highly regarded
work of reference
-- out now in a new
fifth edition from

Certainly, the book excels as a work of
reference, rendered easily navigable via a
very detailed sixteen-page table of contents,
(covering eighteen chapters) and a thirty-sixpage index. Also note the 160 pages of tables
of cases, statutes, and statutory instruments.
As “a part of the insolvency landscape”
company liquidation is no one’s ideal of
a desirable outcome of business activity.
But for lawyers advising clients who have
taken risks (particularly in the current postpandemic ‘new world’ of business), this new
fifth edition of McPherson & Keay provides a
comprehensive and indisputably authoritative
guide to this difficult area of law.
The date of publication of the fifth edition of this
hardback was 27th September 2021. The law is
stated as 1st May 2021.

It really hurts when you’re wrong
Why do sensible people lose the
ability to act rationally when they
are in conflict? What makes some
families tear themselves apart
in petty squabbles so that family
members don’t speak to each other
for years? Why do neighbours blight
their daily lives with bitter and
confrontational disputes? And how
can otherwise placid people become
Chris Makin
monsters when involved in road rage
incidents – or even trolley rage in supermarkets?

much higher than the equity they had in their home; they would have
to sell up and maybe still go bankrupt. How daft is that? But, although
I usually manage to settle my mediations, even after a bit of shouting, I
could not get gatepost man to see sense. His self-esteem wouldn’t let
him concede; his amygdala had taken over.

0333. He has mediated 100+ cases so far, on a huge range of subjects,
with a settlement rate to date of 80%. For more see his website with
videos:
www.chrismakin.co.uk
chris@chrismakin.co.uk

Now we know why. So what should we do about it? When a dispute
becomes as entrenched as this, it may be too late; but you will do your
clients so much good by persuading them that a concession can be a
win. But do it early; once a client’s view becomes entrenched, and his
amygdala has taken over, you’ve no chance!
Biog: Chris Makin has practised as a forensic accountant and expert
witness for 30 years, latterly as Head of Litigation Support at a national
firm. He has given expert evidence about 100 times. He also performs
expert determinations.

The answer is one psychological phenomenon: self-esteem. It is one
of the strongest motivating factors in conflict and it generates powerful
emotions. We all have self-esteem; we all have a need to think well
of ourselves, and for others to think well of us. Self-esteem governs
many of the decisions we make daily, and we expend huge amounts of
time and effort constantly maintaining and protecting our self-image.
I was very struck by this in an early mediation. One party was an Asian
gentleman who kept nipping out of our discussions, and I learned that
he was ringing an elder to ask, if he agreed a certain point, would he
keep his self-esteem in his community. That really mattered to him.

Chris is a fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accountants where he
has served on the Forensic Committee, and as an ethical counsellor;
he is a fellow of the Chartered Management Institute, a fellow of the
Academy of Experts where he serves on the Investigations Committee,
and a mediator accredited by the Chartered Arbitrators.
He practises as a mediator, from his home in West Yorkshire and his
rooms at 3 Gray’s Inn Square, London WC1R 5AH, telephone 020 7430

The other side of our desire for approval is our aversion to disapproval,
or our dread of humiliation. Take the fear of public speaking, which that
can be greater than fear of flying or spiders or dark places or whatever.
It’s because the disapproval of each person in the audience constitutes
a potentially significant attack on our self-image. The larger the
audience, the more overwhelming the prospect of humiliation.
There is evidence showing the effect that attacks on our self-esteem
have on the brain. One study showed that “social pain” activated the
same circuits of the brain as physical pain. Consequently any attack
on our self-image is interpreted by the brain as physical pain. When
we speak of “hurt” feelings, we acknowledge that any form of censure,
from slight criticism to outright condemnation or rejection, affects
our self-esteem and is felt as physical pain – hence our aversion to
admitting fault or accepting liability. The word “sorry” is one of the
most difficult to express, despite it being the quickest, cheapest and
most effective form of resolving a dispute. But our brain seems to tell
us that saying sorry will be as painful as putting our hand in the fire.
The ability to monitor neural pathways helps us to see how our
brain functions in conflict situations. For example, we now have a
neurological explanation of our “fight or flight” instinct. This reflex is
governed by the amygdala, part of the brain that controls our instinctive
responses. Originally needed as a part of our evolutionary development
(to flee from dinosaurs, for example!) they enabled us to act swiftly and
instinctively in the face of physical attacks in the wild.
Today the amygdala can be triggered by any attack on our self-esteem.
When the brain perceives a threat, whether physical or on our selfimage, the amygdala takes control, diverting the signals away from the
cortex, the “thinking” part of the brain. This “amygdala hijack” prevents
us from engaging in logical or analytical thought, instead creating
instant defensive reactions.
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That is why we recoil at any allegation of fault, whether in business,
within the family, behind the wheel of a car – or in the supermarket. It is
an assault on our self-esteem, and it is painful. It is at these moments
that we need to shrink our egos, to tell ourselves that our self-esteem
is getting in the way, and that it is far more productive to try to see
things from the other’s perspective.
Relevance to you as litigators
We know that lawyers love clients with high principles and deep
pockets; the clients who would spend a fortune proving a point which
is of little interest to others.
One of my recent mediations was the notorious boundary dispute (see
my blog “Border Wars” at https://chrismakin.co.uk/border-wars/ )
where neighbours argued over the exact dividing line along a shared
drive. After a long and hard-fought day, we managed to agree the exact
border, but the result was that one neighbour had a gatepost 10 inches
on the other neighbour’s drive. And would he move it? No chance! Each
side had already spent £10,000 on lawyers and surveyors to little effect,
and now they faced a trial with estimated costs per side of £50,000.
The loser could be expected to pay costs, and for mediation I reckon
on some 70% being recoverable. On that basis, the losing party would
have to pay their own costs of £60,000 plus £42,000, a total probably
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EWI Launch Core Competencies for Expert Witnesses
EWI has launched a core competency framework for Expert Witnesses
which sets out the attributes, knowledge, and skills that experts must
develop if they wish to act as an Expert Witness.
The framework was developed by senior staff, senior members
and the Board.
It is a useful tool in a number of ways:
• It outlines the knowledge and skills that are required of Expert
Witnesses.
• It can be used as a self-assessment tool for you to think about
your personal and professional development.
• It can be used for skills analysis, training, and career development
plans and enables you to identify Continuing Professional
Development opportunities and training needs
• It underpins EWI’s levels of membership and the assessment and
vetting process for each.
• If you are not yet a member, it can be used to assess the
membership level you should consider.
• It can be used to assess relevant training courses for Expert
Witnesses.

P.A.C.E. and
College of Policing
Authorised
As
Professional
Practice
compliance
There wi

M

Experienced in misconduct, civil, criminal and coroner cases
England, Scotland, Wales & Northern Ireland

The Core Competency Framework
The Core Competencies document has been designed as a practical
self-assessment tool.

Engaged by legal teams representing custody sergeants
and detainees

This means you can carry out self-assessment of your knowledge
and skills against all areas.
To assist you in doing this, the EWI has developed a set of selfassessment ratings which are included in the tool. These will help
you consider your level of knowledge and skills in each area and
identify areas that you might want to develop as part of your own
Continuing Professional Development.
For those considering membership of the EWI, the expected levels
for Knowledge and Experience for each competency have been
mapped to the different levels of membership which enable you to
consider the appropriate level of membership for which to apply.

Police Custody
Expert Witness
Services

Engaged by the Police Ombudsman Northern Ireland and the
Independent Police Complaints Commission
Registered with, and vetted by, The National Crime Agency

Contact: Joanne Caffrey
M: 07528800720
Email: joanne_Caffrey@sky.com

Deaths, Injuries or Procedures.

Chief Executive Officer, Simon
Berney-Edwards, said “Over the
last year we have seen the results of
Experts acting as Expert Witnesses
without fully understanding their
duties to the court or having the
sufficient training and competencies
to act as an Expert Witness. As
an Expert Witness, Experts must
develop
additional
knowledge,
skills and competencies in order to fulfil their duty to the court.
This framework outlines the full set of competencies which must be
developed in order to become an Expert Witness.”
You can download the competency framework from the EWI website
at: www.ewi.org.uk/corecompetencies

The Expert Witness Institute.
Registered office: 159-161 Temple
Chambers, 3-7 Temple Avenue,
London, EC4Y 0DA
Email: info@ewi.org.uk
The Expert Witness Institute is a
company registered with number
3317333

Station Drink/Drive Procedures
Intoxyliser use and the MG/DD procedure

Use of Force

From initial encounter and throughout custody

Award winner for the 2006 Safer Detention & Handling of Persons in Police Custody (SDHP)
National Training Awards Winner for the Professionalising Investigation Programme (PIP)
2012 Excellence in Performance Award. British Association of Women in Policing
2018 Expert Witness Award: Outstanding legal services to safer custody
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Geodesys drainage and water report
for new build homes

The Geodesys NewBuildDW - the first of its kind - provides all
the same quality data on water and sewerage connections as the
Law Society’s official CON29DW report. However, NewBuildDW
focuses specifically on the information relevant to new build
residential properties and offers conveyancers a lower-priced
alternative to the full report. It also includes several pages of
extra tips and advice for buyers.

• Easy-to-use interactive navigation making retrieving information
easy for users
• Top tips and advice relevant to buyers of new build properties
• £5m professional indemnity insurance

Jonny Davey, Product Manager for Geodesys, comments:

“We are committed to providing all the
information home buyers and their legal
advisors may need on a property to avoid
any unnecessary future risks and additional
costs.
“We decided to launch this new product
after identifying a gap in the market for
a comprehensive report which has been
specifically tailored to provide information
for new build residential properties. All
data used in the report is sourced from
Anglian Water, which retains liability for its
accuracy.”
Making conveyancers’ jobs easier, the new report will provide:
• 17 questions including two high quality water and sewerage maps
• Crystal-clear front-page customer dashboard highlighting
information on key questions
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Jonny continues: “Produced by industry experts, our streamlined
report clearly outlines all the most pertinent information. Some data
contained in a full CON29DW is simply not available for new builds, so
NewBuildDW allows conveyancers to access the key details at a more
competitive price.”
The NewBuildDW Report is available for £36 (including VAT) in the
Anglian Water sewerage area only and for residential properties
classed as new build. For more information, please visit: http://
www.geodesys.com

